
New Fentanyl Reagent
Now Available! NARCOTICS ANALYSIS REAGENT KIT (NARK®)

The NARK® is a field test kit that offers screening of the most frequently abused drugs and narcotics. 
Reagents are packaged in disposable tubettes—a unique, easy-to-handle system. Each individual reagent 
is sealed in a thin, glass ampoule ensuring freshness and eliminating cross contamination with other 
reagents. The glass ampoules are secured in each end of the plastic tubette. The kit contains enough 
reagents to conduct 80 individual tests on a variety of drugs. Packaged in boxes of 10.

NARK® DRUG TESTING

1. Remove the cap from the 
appropriate tubette and add a small 

quantity of suspect substance.

2. Recap tubette and crush 
ampoule(s) with a slight pressure 
between thumb and forefinger.

THREE PROGRESSIVE STEPS:

KIT INCLUDES:

NARK® is a compact, 
convenient field test kit 
offering presumptive 
identification of the most 
frequently abused drugs 
and narcotics:

• Marijuana

• GHB

• Hashish

• THC

• Cocaine

• Crack/Freebase

• Amphetamines

• Barbiturates

• Narcotic Alkaloids

• Opium Alkaloids

• PCP

• Hallucinogens

• Heroin

• Morphine

3. Shake gently, then match the 
reaction with the color chart 

supplied in the kit.

Match the reaction in the tubette with the  
color chart in the No. NAR100 kit.

NARK® II NOTEBOOK & PATROL KITS
The 12-Pak Narcotic Notebook Kit was designed specifically for those 
departments in need of a convenient way to incorporate presumptive test kits 
in the field. Rather than carry these tests loose and chance accidentally breaking 
them, this kit is made of hard black plastic with foam cutouts. A color chart 
showing the proper reactions is attached to the inside cover of the case. This kit 
contains most common tests used for presumptively identifying drugs of abuse.

The NARK® II Patrol Kit includes the 3 reagents most often used by 
patrol officers for presumptive drug screening: 4 tests for cocaine, 2 for 
methamphetamine and 2 for marijuana.

NARK12PAK NARK®II 12-Pak Notebook Kit $62.99
NARK24PAK NARK®II 24-Pak Notebook Kit $94.99
NARK200VC NARK® II Patrol Kit $36.99

NARK® II  
COCAINE ID SWIPES
These convenient new Cocaine ID “Swipes” can 
presumptively identify cocaine from trace amounts of 
residue present on surfaces that have been in contact 
with cocaine. These 5” x 6” wipes are easy to use and 
results are immediate. Simply wipe the suspected surface 
with Cocaine ID Swipes and if cocaine is present, the 
swipe will turn blue.

NS20150 NARK® II Cocaine ID 
Swipes, 50 each $46.99

NARK® II PRESUMPTIVE DRUG TEST KITS
SIRCHIE® offers the NARK® II Progressive System for Drug Identification. NARK® II has the capability of presumptively identifying several families 
of substances suspected of being abused drugs. Designed to function as a transportable narcotics laboratory, it is available for use wherever the 
need for its capability might arise. Each of the tests is comprised of one or more chemical reagents. When a predictable color or series of colors 
occur within a specific testing sequence, a positive confirmation may be presumed. 

NARK2001 Opium Alkaloids $18.99
NARK2002 Heroin, Morphine $18.99
NARK2003 Barbiturates $22.99
NARK2004 LSD $22.99
NARK2005 Marijuana, Hashish, Hash-Oil, THC $22.99
NARK2007 Cocaine Salts, Cocaine Base $22.99
NARK2008 Methadone $22.99
NARK2009 PCP & Methaqualone $22.99
NARK20010 Fentanyl, Heroin, Oxycodone $22.99
NARK20011 All Heroin $22.99
NARK20012 Talwin $22.99
NARK20013 Ephedrine, Pseudoephedrine $22.99
NARK20014 Valium, Rohypnol, Ketamine $22.99

NARK20015 Methamphetamine & MDMA $22.99
NARK20019 Narcotic Alkaloids $18.99
NARK20020 Marijuana (green plant & seeds) $22.99
NARK20021 GHB $22.99
NARK20023 Synthetic Cannabinoids $22.99
NARK20024 MDPV “bath salts” $22.99
NARK20025 Mephedrone “bath salts” $22.99
NARK20026 PVP “bath salts” $22.99
NARK20029 2C Synthetics $22.99
NARK20030 Psilocybin/Psilocin ”Mushrooms” $22.99

NARK20031 Liebermann Reagent (Meth,  
Morphine) $22.99

NARK20032 Mollies Reagent $22.99
NARK20033 (NEW) Fentanyl Reagent $22.99

NARK12PAK

NARK200VC

NAR10001 Narcotic Alkaloids $14.99
NAR10002 Opium Alkaloids $14.99
NAR10003 Heroin, Morphine $14.99
NAR10004 Cocaine, Crack $14.99
NAR10005 Barbiturates $14.99
NAR10006 Amphetamines $14.99
NAR10007 LSD $14.99
NAR10008 Marijuana, Hashish, THC $14.99
NAR10009 Marijuana, (green plant & seeds) $14.99
NAR10013 Cocaine Freebase, Crack $14.99
NAR10014 Valium, Rohypnol & Ketamine $14.99
NAR10015 Metamphetamine & MDMA $14.99
NAR10016 All Heroin $14.99
NAR10018 Talwin & Pentazocine $14.99
NAR10019 Ephedrine, Pseudoephedrine $14.99
NAR10022 Codeine, Heroin & Oxycodone $14.99
NAR10028 GHB $14.99
NAR10029 PCP & Methaqualone $14.99
NAR100 Narcotics Analysis Reagent Kit $141.99
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SIRCHMARK™ EVIDENCE TAPE
SIRCHMARK™ Evidence Tape is made with a matte acetate base featuring a top 
surface that may be written on with pencil or pen. It is coated with a permanent, quick-
setting acrylic adhesive that defies removal from most surfaces. To increase the tape’s 
ability to tear, it is perforated with 3/16" slits at 1/4" intervals. Dual-serrated tape edges 
add redundancy to the integrity. The tape’s top surface is printed in translucent red 
or blue ink, then overprinted with an opaque black identifier. The roll is 1-1/2" wide, 
0.001" thick, on a 3" core and is backed with 50 lb. stock Kraft liner. Evidence tape with 
white stripe has the same features and a 3/8" wide white strip throughout the entire 
length of the roll. The strip provides space to write any necessary information. It readily 
accepts inks from ballpoint pens.

Attempts to remove SIRCHMARK™ evidence tape will cause the tape substrate to 
break and peel off in irregular strips. The red or blue tint and black overprint will 
dissolve and smear when solvents like alcohol and acetone are applied –positive proof 
of tampering. Colors: Red or Blue.

SM1000 Red “Evidence”, 54' $10.99
SM1000B Blue “Evidence”, 54' $10.99
SMW1000 Red Wide “Evidence”, 2-7/8” x 54' $17.99
SM10002 Red “Evidence”, 108' $17.99
SM10002B Blue “Evidence”, 108' $17.99
SM4000 Transparent “Evidence”, 54' $11.99
SM40002 Transparent “Evidence”, 108' $17.99
BIO300 Red “Biohazard”, 108' $17.99
SM5000 Red/White “Evidence”, 54' $11.99
SMW5000 Red/White Wide “Evidence”, 2-7/8" x 54' $17.99
SM50002 Red/White “Evidence”, 108' $17.99
SM5000B Blue/White “Evidence”, 54' $11.99
SM5000B2 Blue/White “Evidence”, 108' $17.99

EVIDENCE COLLECTION

IEB1200

INTEGRITY EVIDENCE BAGS
SIRCHIE® all-in-one bags are waterproof, tear- and puncture-resistant, 
printable and include a tamper-proof seal. Made of heavy-duty, 3.2-mil-
thick, multi-layer, coextruded polyolefin film. Sold 100 each.

IEB4000 Integrity Evidence Bag, 4" x 7-1/2" $27.99
IEB7500 Integrity Evidence Bag, 7-1/2" x 10-1/2" $35.99
IEB9120 Integrity Evidence Bag, 9" x 12", 100 $42.99
IEB1200 Integrity Evidence Bag, 12" x 15-1/2" $57.99
IEB1550 Integrity Evidence Bag, 5-1/2" x 15-1/2" $46.99

PREPRINTED EVIDENCE BAGS  
(KRAFT PAPER)
These brown Kraft evidence bags are pre-printed with all the 
necessary chain of possession and identification data. They are durable 
and breathable. Sold 100 per box. 

EB000P Preprinted Evidence Bag, 5" x 3-1/8" x 9-7/8" $23.99
EB001P Preprinted Evidence Bag, 7" x 4-1/2" x 13-3/4" $29.99
EB002P Preprinted Evidence Bag, 8" x 5" x 18" $32.99
EB003P Preprinted Evidence Bag, 12" x 7" x 18" $34.99

IEB9120

JUMBO KRAFT  
EVIDENCE BAGS
Made from 2-ply, 70 lb. gusseted Kraft 
paper, these Jumbo Kraft Evidence 
Bags have a 12" expansion. Perfect for 
storing large items, such as blankets 
or garments that won’t fit into 
conventional bags. Sold 50 per box.

EB004 Evidence Bag, 16" x 12" x 35" $67.99

GUN, KNIFE & RIFLE 
EVIDENCE BOXES
These evidence boxes are custom 
sized for storing items such as 
pistols and handguns, knives and 
rifles. Boxes are pre-printed on the 
outside for recording necessary 
chain of custody and identification 
information. Holes located in the 
bottom panel of the box are used to 
fasten the weapon in place. Sold 25 per box.

ECB001G Gun Evidence Box, 14-3/4" x 7-7/8" x 2-1/4" $46.99
ECB001K Knife Box, 16" x 3" x 2" $38.99
ERB004 Rifle Evidence Box $83.99

ECB001K

EVIDENCE COLLECTION TUBES
The ECT1 tube has an ethafoam stopper for immobilization of sharp 
objects such as syringes and are 8" in length, 1-5/16" in diameter with 
a 0.030" wall thickness. The ETC3 tube is perfect for holding larger 
evidence such as knives and multiple syringes. The ETC3 has two end 
caps and an ethafoam insert for protecting sharp ends. Tube is 3" in 
diameter, 12" in length and has a 0.035" wall thickness. 

ECT1 Evidence Collection Tube, 1-5/16" x 8", 12/bx $22.99
ECT3 Evidence Collection Tube, 3" x 12", 8/bx $41.99

ERB004

ECB001G

ECT1

ECT3

SHARPSTUBE™  
SYRINGE TRANSPORT TUBES
Designed to hold a hypodermic syringe for transportation, these tubes 
are well-marked with bright orange-red biohazard markings. One end 
of the tube contains a sealing material that will immobilize the syringe 
and prevent needle leakage. Square construction allows for improved 
storage and handling. Sold 12 per box.

ECT2 Syringe Transport Tube, 1" x 8" $27.99

SIRCHMARK™ E-Z PEEL EVIDENCE TAPE AND DISPENSER
Features a special pre-scored backing so it’s easier to remove. Sirchmark™ tape is manufactured on a matte acetate base 
that is coated with a permanent, quick-setting acrylic adhesive that defies removal from most surfaces. Any attempts to 
tamper with the tape will cause the substrate to break and peel off in irregular strips. The tape will dissolve and 
smear when solvents like acetone are applied — positive proof of tampering. 

Our tape dispenser is made of tough, molded ABS plastic and features a handy built-in belt 
clip for your convenience. Simply tear off the amount of tape you need, remove half of 
the paper backing and apply. When the tape is in place, pull off the other half  of the 
backing to permanently seal. Plus, tape dispenser is reusable. Just insert a coin, turn 
90° and pull apart to refill.

STD100 E-Z Tape Dispenser $6.99
EZ10002 Red “Evidence”, 108' on 1" Core $17.99
EZ40002 Transparent “Evidence”, 108' on 1" Core $17.99
EZ50002 Red/White “Evidence”, 108' on 1" Core $17.99
EZ5000B2 Blue/White “Evidence”, 108' on 1" Core $17.99

BIO300

SM5000

SM5000B

SM1000

SM4000

SM1000B
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LATENT PRINT DEVELOPMENT FINGERPRINT RECORDING

Standard plain 
impression (left)  
shown at 2X 
magnification (right).

EZID300

EZID100
EZID200

PORELON® FINGERPRINT PAD
This pocket-sized pad, introduced by SIRCHIE® more than 20 years 
ago, is the accepted STANDARD by law enforcement worldwide. Each 
pad may be used to record thousands of fingerprints. A two-year 
supply of ink is impregnated in each pad, and is excellent for use in the 
field or office.

The thermal-impregnated fingerprint ink is non-fading and dries 
on-contact in seconds. Ink rises to the surface as required through 
capillary action of the micro-reticulated thermoplastic resin. Recorded 
fingerprints from this pad are accepted by state and federal agencies. 
The Porelon® pad utilizes the multi-mount injection molded case for 
versatility in mounting options.

FPT265 PORELON® Fingerprint Pad $24.99
FPT268A PORELON® Replacement Pad only $22.99

OVERVIEW OF THE PrintMatic™  
IMPECCABLE CERAMIC PAD
The PrintMatic™ Impeccable Ceramic Fingerprint Pad is an ink 
pad system which is able to compensate for poor technique and 
uncooperative subjects by not only controlling the amount of ink on 
the pad surface but by eliminating the effects of overpressure. 

Through the use of a micro-pore ceramic, PrintMatic™ Impeccable 
Ceramic Fingerprint Pads draw ink to the surface by capillary action. 
EZID ink is a stain free, high-contrast, instant-drying, permanent ink. 
Available in traditional rectangular print pad and pocket-sized print 
pads for portability and convenience.

EZID300 PrintMatic™ Ceramic Fingerprint Pad,  
2-7/8" x 5-1/2" x 1"

$57.99

EZID100 PrintMatic™ Ceramic Fingerprint Pad,  
1-5/8" dia.

$11.99

EZID200 PrintMatic™ Ceramic Fingerprint Pad, 2" dia. $18.99

FINGERPRINT TAKING BINDERS
This portable fingerprint taking binder allows the investigator 
to conveniently and accurately obtain fingerprints in the field 
for elimination or identification. Binder comes complete 
with a mounted fingerprint ink pad, a mounted fingerprint 
cardholder, a handy pouch for storing record cards and 20 
super ink cleaner towelettes.

FPB100 PORELON® Fingerprint 
Taking Binder

$93.99

APPLICANT  
RECORD CARDS
FD258 Applicant Record Cards, 

8" x 8", 100/pk
$25.99

PRINTOVER™ TABS
FPT108R PRINTOVER™ Tabs, 

Roll of 500
$24.99

SEARCH SUPER  
CLEANER TOWELETTES
FPT1C Super Cleaner Towelettes,

100/pk
$15.99

125L

125MD

FINGERPRINT  
LIFTING TAPES
144L Transparent Lifting Tape,  

1-1/2" x 360"
$6.99

144L2 Transparent Lifting Tape,  
2" x 360"

$7.99

144L4 Transparent Palm/Cluster 
Lifting Tape, 4" x 360"

$13.99

144L4

LIFTED PRINT 
BACKING/SKETCH/
RECORD CARDS
LPW100 Backing/Sketch/

Record Cards, 
White, 3" x 5", 
100/pk

$9.99

SEARCH GRIPLIFTERS™
SGL22 GripLifters™, 2" x 2", 100/pk $21.99
SGL24 GripLifters™, 2" x 4", 100/pk $34.99
SGL44 GripLifters™, 4" x 4", 100/pk $51.99

POWDER GRABBER 
TOWELS
These Powder Grabber Towels measure 24" x 
24" and are made of a disposable, stretchable, 
nonwoven polyester/rayon blend, treated with 
mineral oil to increase powder retention, and 
used for removal of latent fingerprint powder 
from smooth surfaces. This material is low in 
lint, making it suitable for most surfaces.

PGT20 Powder Grabber Towels 
(20/pk)

$28.99

144L

Front

Back

FIBERGLASS BRUSH
122L Standard Size 

Fiberglass Brush, 
Plastic Handle, 
4-1/4"L

$9.99

STANDARD MAGNETIC 
POWDER APPLICATOR
125L Standard Magnetic Powder 

Applicator, Injection-Molded
$18.99

125MD MEGAWAND™ Magnetic 
Powder Applicator

$28.99

LATENT PRINT POWDER
Silk Black features micro-milling to assure the finest quality, and is one 
of the most versatile powders available. Using Indestructible White 
will assure the best possible results on dark, non-porous surfaces. 
SIRCHIE®’s Silver/Black latent print powder will develop black on light-
colored surfaces and silver on dark-colored surfaces.

101L Silk Black Powder, 2 oz. $7.99
103L Indestructible White Powder, 2oz. $7.99
SB201L Silver/Black Powder, 2 oz. $10.99
BPP0916 Silk Black Powder, 16 oz. $36.99
BPP1916 Indestructible White Powder, 16 oz. $36.99
BPP20116 Silver/Black Powder, 16 oz. $52.99

MAGNETIC LATENT  
PRINT POWDER
Black is our most popular powder color in magnetic form and is finely 
milled for outstanding quality enhancement. This easy to use powder 
can be utilized on a wide variety of non-porous, non-ferrous surfaces. 
Indestructible White is used in latent print processing of dark surfaces 
requiring contrasting powders. Silver/Black will develop black on light 
surfaces and silver on dark surfaces.

M114L Regular Black Magnetic Powder, 1 oz. $8.99
M116L Indestructible White Magnetic Powder, 1oz. $8.99
SBM9 Silver/Black Magnetic Powder, 1 oz. $10.99
BPM114L Regular Black Magnetic Powder, 16 oz. $47.99
BPM116L Indestructible White Magnetic Powder, 16 oz. $47.99
BPMSBM9 Silver/Black "Hi-Fi" Powder, 16 oz. $58.99

SB201L
M116L
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ALTERNATE LIGHT SYSTEMS BALLISTICS INVESTIGATION

MEGAMAXX™ ALS SYSTEM
The megaMAXX™ System is designed to assist the investigator at the 
crime scene or in the lab. The kit consists of handheld, machined-
aluminum, and self-contained light sources—each operating at or 
very near the individual light frequencies indicated on each light 
(395-625nm). A white megaMAXX™ light source is included to facilitate 
general crime scene searches.

MMX300 MegaMAXX™ ALS System $1,499.00

Searching an area littered with small stones (top) complicates the 
search for physical evidence. Bone fragments were revealed in the 
middle photograph using the 395nm UV Light and 455nm in the 
bottom. (Orange barrier filter goggles used when viewing 455nm.)

LASER TRAJECTORY FINDER KIT
Using a powerful, yet compact Class IIIa laser, this Laser Trajectory 
Finder Kit allows the investigator to visualize a bullet’s trajectory. The 
Ballistic Laser Pointer may be attached to a Penetration Rod inserted 
into a bullet hole, or it may be mounted on a tripod and directed 
into the bullet hole along the bullet’s actual path. The LTF101 Ballistic 
Angle Finder is used to determine the angle of trajectory. It can 
be hand held or mounted on a tripod using the heavy gauge steel 
Universal Tripod Mount via its built-in magnetic base.

The kit includes Centering Cones for use on either the Penetration 
or Multi-Colored Photographic Rods to permit a secure fit when rods 
are inserted into various sized entry and exit bullet holes. A reusable 
roll of Colored Trajectory String is included when longer distances are 
involved.

LTF100 Laser Trajectory Finder Kit $449.99

LTF100S Photo Laser Smoke (aerosol can), 8 oz. $26.99

BM6009 Bluemaxx Heavy Duty Tripod $98.99

LTF112RS .22 Caliber Bullet Trajectory Rod Set, 4 each $52.99

LTF113 Reflective Yarn, 250 ft. $ 19.99

LTF102 Extra Laser Pointer w/ Locking Collar $ 41.99

FRK16 Forensic Rod Kit $80.99

ADVANCED LASER TRAJECTORY 
FINDER KIT
Whenever a firearm is discharged, it leaves evidence behind including 
cartridges, gunshot residue, and physical artifacts where the projectile 
passes through or embeds itself in surrounding objects. Trajectory 
analysis uses these artifacts to reconstruct, through observation and 
measurement, how a shooting most likely occurred, and determine 
the originating location of the shooter.

The new LTF200 Advanced Laser Trajectory Kit incorporates advances 
in lasers and digital measurement to provide the officer with the 
most accurate measurement and tools available today.  This kit 
allows a single investigator to do a detailed ballistics or shooting 
reconstruction.

LTF200 Advanced Laser Trajectory Finder Kit $778.95

Use the White Light for searches 
and oblique lighting of 
evidence.

Use the 395nm UV Light for 
locating evidence that will 
fluoresce, such as physiological 
fluids.

Use the 455nm blue Light and 
orange goggles for dusting 
with fluorescent powders to 
eliminate backgrounds.

TACTICAL MAX FORENSIC LIGHT KIT
The Tactical MAX provides all the light needed to conduct an on-
scene forensic investigation: white, 395nm UV, and 455nm blue. Each 
handheld forensic light is made of tough anodized aluminum and 
contains an extremely bright 1-Watt LED. This kit was built for field use, 
contained in a heavy duty nylon case, and includes a flexible tripod 
that can be used as a third hand. Lightweight and portable, yet rugged 
and durable—there’s no reason to not take the Tactical MAX Forensic 
Light Kit everywhere.

TMX100 Tactical MAX Forensic Light Kit $319.00
TMXFT1 Tactical MAX Flexible Mini Tripod (only) $67.20

LTF100S LTF113

FRK16

LTF12RS

BM6009
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TIRE & FOOTWEAR CASTING

SHAKE-N-CAST™ IMPRESSION 
CASTING KIT (ORIGINAL GYPSUM)
Shake-N-Cast™ contains 2.63 lbs. (1.19Kg) of proprietary gypsum 
casting material packaged with an internal premeasured water capsule. 
The mixture is always the correct consistency!

Specifications: 6,000 PSI, 0.20% Expansion Rate (Good)

SNC42 Gypsum Shake-N-Cast Impression Kit, 1 each $14.99
SNC428 Gypsum Shake-N-Cast Impression Kit, 8 each $116.99

We provide high-quality tactical and safety equipment to protect our partners in law enforcement and 

corrections nation-wide and internationally. Through our unwavering commitment, we use progressive 

production techniques, state-of-the-art machinery, and continuous product research to develop the 

most effective protective gear for you and your team. Our products will greatly increase the capability 

of tactical operations for riot control squads and correctional cell extraction teams.

SIRCHIE TACTICAL RESPONSE

HARD-CORE BUFF DENTAL STONE 
SHAKE-N-CAST™ IMPRESSION 
CASTING KIT
The Shake-N-Cast™ Hardcore Dental Stone Kit contains 2.63 lbs. (1.19Kg) 
of Hardcore Dental Stone buff colored casting material packaged with 
an internal premeasured water capsule. This ratio of material and water 
is the perfect amount to ensure consistency and strength for your 
footwear casts.

Specifications: 8,500 PSI, 0.12% Expansion Rate (Better)

SNC42D Buff Dental Stone Shake-N-Cast Impression Kit, 
1 each

$15.99

SNC42D8 Buff Dental Stone  Shake-N-Cast Impression Kit, 
8 each

$124.99

906 RIOT DUTY HELMET
Our most popular tactical helmet provides outstanding protection and superior 
comfort. The model 906 features an optically clear, UV resistant, polycarbonate face 
shield with an integrally molded liquid seal.

The model 906 is trusted by thousands of law enforcement agencies around the 
world to protect their valuable men and women in any riot situation.

Available Sizes: 
Universal: 6 1/2" - 7 5/8" (16.5cm - 19.4cm)

XL: 7 3/4" - 8 1/8" (19.7cm - 20.6cm)

Jumbo: 8 1/4" - 8 1/2 (20.9cm - 21.6cm)

906 Riot Duty Helmet w/Standard Face 
Shield (specify color & size)

$152.99 - $174.99

906FS6 Riot Duty Helmet w/Gas Mask Face Shield 
(specify color & size)

$163.99 - $193.99

Black (5) Brown (1) Midnight Blue (9) Olive Drab Green (3)

Available Colors: 

906FS6 (Gas Mask Face Shield)

JCR100 RIOT DUTY HELMET
The Model JCR100 is our most versatile riot duty helmet. The polycarbonate face 
shield is designed to provide additional head space to accommodate a gas mask or 
radio transmitter and receiver. A new and improved pivot system makes face shield 
adjustment as easy as turning a dial. The molded ABS inner lining is designed for easy 
cleaning.

Available Sizes: 
Small: 6" - 6 5/8" (15.2cm - 16.8cm)

Medium: 6 3/4" - 7 1/2" (17.1cm - 19.1cm)

Jumbo: 7 5/8" - 8 1/2 (19.4cm - 21.6cm)

JCR100 Premier Riot Duty Helmet w/Standard Face Shield 
(specify size)

$212.99

JCR100C Premier Riot Duty Helmet w/Wire Guard  
Face Shield (specify size)

$252.99 - $268.99

Available Color: 

Stealth Black

JCR100C w/wire guard

HARD-CORE BLUE DENTAL STONE 
SHAKE-N-CAST™ IMPRESSION 
CASTING KIT
Shake-N-Cast™ Blue Hardcore Dental Stone Kit contains 2.63 lbs. 
(1.19Kg) of Hardcore Dental Stone casting material with blue dye 
packaged with an internal premeasured water capsule.

A dye is included that turns the material a blue color when 
thoroughly mixed. 

Specifications: 8,500 PSI, 0.12% Expansion Rate (Better)

SNC42B Blue Dental Stone Shake-N-Cast Impression 
Kit, 1 each

$15.99

SNC42B8 Blue Dental Stone  Shake-N-Cast Impression 
Kit, 8 each

$124.99

SIRCHTRAK™ GREEN 
SHAKE-N-CAST™ IMPRESSION 
CASTING KIT
Shake-N-Cast™ SirchTrak™ Green Dental Stone Kit contains 2.63 lbs. 
(1.19Kg) of SirchTrak™ Dental Stone casting material with green dye 
packaged with an internal premeasured water capsule.

A dye is included that turns the material a green color when 
thoroughly mixed.

Specifications: 18,00 PSI, 0.09% Expansion Rate (Best)

SNC42G SirchTrak Green Shake-N-Cast Impression Kit, 
1 each

$16.99

SNC42G8 SirchTrak Green Shake-N-Cast Impression Kit, 
8 each

$131.99

DISPOSABLE CASTING FRAMES
A disposable alternative to traditional frames, these frames consist 
of two strips of heavy-duty, moisture-resistant, corrugated plastic 
material, which can be assembled in seconds using the adhesive tabs. 
After your cast is dry, removal is easy since the casting material won’t 
stick to the plastic frame—simply slide it off and throw it away—no 
clean up! Works great with plaster or dental stone casting material!

IMP00001 Disposable Casting Frames, 4 sets $12.99

SIRCHIE
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SIRCHIE TACTICAL RESPONSE
TACTICAL DEPLOYMENT KIT
Choose your helmet and glove sizes to create a kit you can store in your patrol 
car. Contact us to build multiple kits.
Kit Contents:
1- 9065FS6 Tactical Duty Helmet, Black, Gas Mask Face Shield, Double D-Ring 

Fastener (specify size)
1- CRT50 Vector Riot Control Gloves, pair (specify size)
1- DNE4 Imperial Neoprene Elbow Pads, pair
1- DNKP4 Imperial Neoprene Knee Pads, pair
1- CB5 Lightweight Duffel Bag, 12" x 19"

ENHANCED TACTICAL DEPLOYMENT KIT
Enhance your knee and elbow protection with hard shell pads.
Kit Contents:
1- 9065FS6 Tactical Duty Helmet, Black, Gas Mask Face Shield, Double D-Ring 

Fastener (specify size)
1- DSO150HB SpecOps Tactical Gloves, pair (specify size)
1- DEP1 Imperial Hard Shell Elbow Pads, pair
1- DKP1 Imperial Hard Shell Knee Pads, pair
1- CB5 Lightweight Duffel Bag, 12" x 19"

ADVANCED TACTICAL DEPLOYMENT KIT
A larger heavyweight bag holds your other items plus a vest and 10 cobra 
cuffs.
Kit Contents:
1- 9065FS6 Tactical Duty Helmet, Black, Gas Mask Face Shield, Double D-Ring 

Fastener (specify size)
1- DCP2000 Upper Body and Shoulder Protector (specify size)
1- CRT100 Vector 1 Riot Control Gloves, pair (specify size)
1- DEP1 Imperial Hard Shell Elbow Pads, pair
1- DKP1 Imperial Hard Shell Knee Pads, pair
1- CC250B6 Cobra Cuffs, Black, 6 ea.
1- CB6 Heavyweight Riot Duty Gear Bag

ULTIMATE TACTICAL DEPLOYMENT KIT
Enhance your leg protection with shin guards.
Kit Contents:
1- 9065FS6 Tactical Duty Helmet, Black, Gas Mask Face Shield, Double D-Ring 

Fastener (specify size)
1- DCP2000 Upper Body and Shoulder Protector 

(specify size)
1- DSG100 Hard Shell Knee/Shin Guards, pair (specify size)
1- CRT100 Vector 1 Riot Control Gloves, pair (specify size)
1- DEP1 Imperial Hard Shell Elbow Pads, pair
1- CC250B6 Cobra Cuffs, Black, 6 ea.
1- CB6 Heavyweight Riot Duty Gear Bag

MAX TACTICAL DEPLOYMENT KIT
Designed to offer exceptional protection in a quick deployable kit, you have 
maximum hard shell protection.
Kit Contents:
1- 9065FS6 Tactical Duty Helmet, Black, Gas Mask Face Shield, Double D-Ring 

Fastener (specify size)
1- DFX2 Imperial Elite Hard Shell Upper Body Protector (specify size)
1- DSG100 Hard Shell Knee/Shin Guards, pair (specify size)
1- CRT50 Vector  Riot Control Gloves, pair 

(specify size)
1- FA30 Hard Shell Forearm/Elbow Protectors, pair (specify size)
1- CC250B6 Cobra Cuffs, Black, 6 ea.
1- CB6 Heavyweight Riot Duty Gear Bag

TDK300 Advanced Tactical Deployment Kit $579.99

TDK400 Ultimate Tactical Deployment Kit $600.99

TDK500 Max Tactical Deployment Kit $976.99

TDK100 Tactical Deployment Kit $332.99

TDK200 Enhanced Tactical Deployment Kit $367.99

TORSO LENGTH BODY SHIELDS
Torso Length riot body shields are fabricated from a clear, high-strength, UV-
stable polycarbonate resin. The 36" high x 20" wide shields are lightweight 
and shatter-resistant. Visibility is undistorted. Our shields offer ideal 
protection from clubs and thrown objects such as bottles, bricks and rocks. 
The shock absorbing foam pad provides maximum protection for the user's 
forearm and hands. The Velcro® release nylon arm strap on models 3100 and 
4100 are fully adjustable yet secure enough to stay fastened during tactical 
maneuvers. Models 3100 and 5100 feature our high-strength, injection-
molded plastic handle. Our Model 4100 utilizes a rubber-coated, steel 
handle. Both handles  are designed with maximum ergonomic comfort in 
mind. The handle and strap are positioned at a 45° angle on the Model 4100 
to reduce user fatigue during extended tactical encounters. The Model 5100 
uses a two handle configuration for use in crowd containment situations or 
to subdue belligerent inmates at correctional facilities.

3100 Torso Length Body Shield (specify decal) $ 112.99
4100 Angle Handle Torso Length Body Shield (specify decal) $ 112.99
5100 Containment Torso Length Body Shield (specify decal) $ 112.99

Available Decals: 

 3100

4100

5100

FULL LENGTH BODY SHIELDS
The 6100 and 7100 hand-held body shields are  48” H x 24” W providing full knee to head coverage. 
Shields feature superior optical quality and workmanship.

The 6100 features an ergonomic handle which allows two-handed use for extreme circumstances. The 
handle and break away strap are dielectric to prevent electrical pass through and can be reversed for left 
or right hand use. The wide nylon arm strap is easily adjustable while in use. 

The 7100 features a unique design that allows two people to grip with both hands on each handle when 
extra holding power is needed. Dielectric handles prevent electrical pass through.

Available Decals: 

6100 Full Length Body Shield (specify decal) $134.99
7100 Containment Full Length Body Shield (specify decal) $128.99

BIOSHIELD®  DECONTAMINATION SPRAY
Use BioShield® Decontamination Spray for recovery and protection from accidental discharge, 
gas blow back and assault from OC Pepper and CN Tear Gas Sprays. BioShield® is a non-toxic 
decontaminant that uses natural herbal ingredients to neutralize the effects of OC Pepper, CS, 
CN and other tear gas agents almost immediately. Its special formula breaks down the molecular 
structure of these man-made chemicals to quickly restore breathing, eyesight and physical 
orientation. Available in 4-oz. and 16-oz. pump spray bottles. 

BSP4 BioShield®  4 oz. pump spray $11.95
BSP16 BioShield®  16 oz. pump spray $23.95
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800.824.4338 Over 400 Brands Available @ CHIEFsupply.comProduct specials emailed weekly... sign up @ CHIEFsupply.com


